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ON COURNOT-NASH EQUILIBRIA
IN GENERALIZED QUALITATIVE GAMES

WITH AN ATOMLESS MEASURE SPACE OF AGENTS

M. ALI KHAN AND NIKOLAUS S. PAPAGEORGIOU

ABSTRACT. We present a result on the existence of Cournot-Nash equilibria

in games with an atomless measure space of players each with nonordered

preferences and with strategy sets in a separable Banach space. Our result

dispenses with any convexity assumption on the preference correspondence.

1. Introduction. Recent work of Kim, Prikry and Yannelis [10, 11], Yan-

nelis [15], and the authors [8] has shown the existence of Cournot-Nash equilibria

in games with a measure space of players, each of whose strategy sets lives in a

separable Banach space and each of whose pay-offs is generated by a nonordered

relation. This work solved a problem left open in [7] and relied on (previously

unknown) selection theorems of the Carathéodory type. For motivation to the

problem, the reader can see [6 and 8].

In this paper we present a result that dispenses with any kind of convexity as-

sumption on the preference correspondence in games with an atomless measure

space of players. Our result can be seen as an atomless analogue of the purely

atomic result of Shafer and Sonnenschein [14], with the atomless hypothesis en-

abling us to dispense with their convexity-type assumption in spite of the infinite-

dimensional setting. Indeed, the theorem we present yields a new result even when

it is specialized to a finite-dimensional Euclidean space (see Remark 2 below). As

such, it generalizes the finite-dimensional results in Khan and Vohra [9]. More-

over, unlike [8, 10, and 15] there is no need for elaborate selection theorems of the

Carathéodory type. Our new method of proof is suggested by [4] in which Grodal

asked whether the assumptions of Theorem I in Khan-Vohra [9] were consistent.

2. Preliminary definitions and the result. Let (T, E,p) be a complete,

finite measure space. Let E denote a separable Banach space over the real numbers

R and E* its topological dual. The topology a(E,E*) will be referred to as the

weak topology on E. The norm in E will be donoted by || • ||.

P(E) will denote the hyperspace of all subsets of E including the empty set

{0}. Pf(E) will denote the set of nonempty, closed subsets of E and Pk(E) the

set of nonempty, compact subsets of E. Aw in front of f or k will mean that the
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closedness or compactness is with respect to the weak topology on£. Ac after /

or k will denote that the set is in addition convex. For any A, B in P(E) we shall

use the following notation.

con A : convex hull of A.

Ac : complement of A in E.

A\B : set-theoretic subtraction.

We shall also denote the open ¿-ball around x by Bg(x) and the set of positive

integers by N.

LE will denote the space of all (equivalence classes of) E'-valued Bochner inte-

grable functions defined on T with

ll/||i= [ \\f(t)\\dp.
Jt

We shall abbreviate LXR by L1. For any multifunction F: T —> P(E)\{0}, we shall

denote by SF the set {/ G LlE : f(t) G F(t) a.e. in T}.

A multifunction F: T —» P(E)\{0} is said to be measurable if the graph of

F, {(t,x) G T x E: x G F(t)}, is an element of E <g> B(E) where 8(E) is the

norm Borel cr-algebra on E and ® denotes the product cr-algebra. A measurable

multifunction is said to be integrably bounded if there exists g G L1 such that

sup{||x|| : x G F(t)} < g(t) a.e. in T.

Finally, for any two topological space X, Y, a multifunction ip: X —* P(Y)\{0}

is said to be upper hemicontinuous if the set {x G X: tp(x) C V} is open in X for

every open subset V of Y.

We now have all the terminology that we need to present our result. Following

Schmeidler [13], we neglect the distinction between functions and their equivalence

classes.

THEOREM.   If
(1) (T, E,p) is atomless and such that L1(p) is separable;

(2) X: T —» Pwkc(E) is integrably bounded;

(3) A: T x Sx -* Pwfc(E) such that

(i) for all t G T, for all xGSx, A(t, x) C X(t),
(ii) for allt G T,A(t, ■) is an upper hemicontinuous multifunction from (Sx, weak)

to (E,  norm),

(iii) for all x G Sx, the graph of A(-,x) belongs ío E <g> B(E);

(4) P:TxSx^ P(E)\{0} such that

(i) for all x G Sx, x(t) £ P(t, x) a.e. in T,

(ii) for all t G T, Pc(t,-) is an upper hemicontinuous multifunction from

(Sx, weak) to (E, norm),

(iii) for all x G Sx, the graph of P(-,x) belongs to E ® B(E);

then there exists x*  G Sx such that a.e. in T, x*(t) G A(t,x*) and A(t,x*) n

P(t,x*) = {0}.

REMARKS. 1. Note that our assumptions do not rule out the existence of x G Sx

such that P(t,x) n X(t) = {0} a.e. in T.

2. The result presented above is a far-reaching generalization of Theorem 2 in [9]

for the case of an atomless measure space of players. It improves that result even

when E is assumed to be Rl as can be seen by comparing the hypotheses on A. In
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particular, (4)(i) is a weakening of the hypothesis: for all x G Sx, x(t) £ con P(i, x)

a.e. in T.

3. The result presented above relates to Theorem 2 in [8] and Theorem 3.1 in

[10]. From the viewpoint of potential applications in economics, it dispenses with

the inferiority hypothesis on A(t, x) found in both papers. More generally, it allows

one to dispense with the topology on T and the Hausdorff continuity assumptions

found in [8] and with the restrictive assumptions on E found in [10]. However,

neither Theorem 2 in [8] nor Theorem 3.1 in [10] require p to be an atomless

measure. This is no real restriction since the primary interest of this work is in

showing the existence of pure strategy equilibria, in which case p is atomless (see

[7 and 13]).

3. Proof of the theorem. The novelty in the proof lies in Claim 4 and as

remarked in the introduction, this claim is suggested by an assertion in [4]. The

essential argument for the proof of this claim in the context of Rl can be traced to

M-
Note that the proof makes no use of a utility indicator as in [9] or a Carathéodory

selection theorem as in [8, 10, and 15].

The proof consists of a series of claims.

CLAIM 1. Sx is compact in the weak topology generated by the norm in LE.

This is a consequence of a result of Papageorgiou [12, Theorem 4.2].

CLAIM 2. Sx is nonempty and convex.

Convexity is a straightforward consequence of the convex valuedness of X(-).

Nonemptiness is a consequence of the Aumann-St. Beuve measurable selection

theorem [2, Theorem 111.22].

CLAIM 3. The weak topology on Sx is metrizable.

Since E is a separable Banach space and p is such that Ll(p) is separable, LE is

separable (see, for example, [5, p. 381]). The claim then follows as a consequence

of the fact that weakly compact subsets of a separable Banach space are metrizable

[3, Theorem V.6.3].

CLAIM 4. For all x G Sx, A(t, x) D P(t, x) = {0} a.e. in T.
If not, there exists x' G Sx and V G E, p(V) > 0, such that

A(t,x')(lP(t,x')¿{0}    for allied.

Denote the restriction of E to V by Ey and the restriction of p to Ey by pv. Since

A(-, x') and P(-, x') have measurable graphs, the restrictions of A(-, x') P(-, x') to V

also have measurable graphs. Hence the multifunction A(-, x')ilP(-, x') restricted to

V has a measurable graph. We can then appeal to the Aumann-St. Beuve selection

theorem [2, Theorem III.22] to assert the existence of a measurable function g: V —►

E such that

g(t) G A(t, x') n P(t, x')    for all t G V.

Since A(t,x') C X(t) and X(-) is integrably bounded, pick K G R+ such that

p(W) > |p(V) where

W = {tGV: \[g(t)\[<K and \\x'(t)\\<K}.

Next, for all n in N, consider the set

Wn = {tGW: Hz-z'Hx < l/n=>}(i)eP((,i)}.
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We assert that for any n G N, Wn G Ey. To see this, note that the separability of

LE implies that there exists a countable dense subset {xm}m>i of Bi/n(x'). Now

consider the set

Wnm = {tGW:g(t)GP(t,xm)}.

Since g is a measurable function, it has a measurable graph [2, III.36]. Since the

restriction of P(-,xm) to V has a measurable graph, certainly the intersection of

the graphs of g and P(-, xm) are measurable. The projection of this intersection on

V is the set

Vm = {tGV:g(t)GP(t,xm)}.

By the projection theorem [2, Theorem III.23], Vm G Ey. Since Wnm — WC\ Vm,

Wnm G Ey. Hence (Um>i Wnm) G Ey. Denote this union by Wn. Certainly

Wn C Wn. Finally, we show Wn C Wn. Towards this end, pick any s G Wn. Then

there exists xs G Bi/n(x') such that g(s) G P(s,xs). Now by upper hemicontinuity

of Pc(t, •), there exists 6(s) > 0 such that g(s) G P(s,x) for all x G P¿(s)(js). Cer-

tainly, there exists an element of {xm}m>i, say zm(s), such that zm(s) G Bs(s-¡(xs).

Hence g(s) G P(s,zm(s)), and s GWn.

It is easy to see that Un>i ^« = ^■ Hence there exists ft such that p(Wn) >

\p(V). Since p is an atomless measure, we can pick W* G Ey, W* C Wñ, such

that 0 < p(W*) < í/2Kñ. Define x" : T -> E such that

g(t)     foralU in W*,

x'(t)    for all t in T\W*.

Certainly

x"(t) = {

\x   — X = [    \\g(t) - x'(t)\\ < [   (\[g(t)\\ + \[x'(t)\\) < 2Kp(W*) < 1/ñ.
JW JW"

This implies that x"(t) G P(t,x") for all t in W*, a contradiction to (4)(i). The

proof of our claim is complete.

Next, we construct the correspondence a: Sx —► Sx such that

a(x) = {yeSx: y(t) G A(t,x) a.e. in T}.

CLAIM 5. a is nonempty and convex valued.

Convex valuedness is obvious from the convexity of A(t, x). Nonemptiness follows

from an application of the Aumann-St. Beuve measurable selection theorem [2,

Theorem 111.22].

CLAIM 6. a is an upper hemicontinuous correspondence where Sx is endowed

with the weak topology.

The proof follows an argument in [8]; we spell it out here for the reader's con-

venience.

Since Sx with the weak topology is a compact, metric space, it suffices to show

that the graph of a is sequentially closed. Towards this end, let yn G a(xn),

(yn,xn) —> (y,x).  We have to show that y G a(x).  Let At — con(Jj>iyj for i —

1,2,-Since yn converges weakly to y, by Mazur's theorem [3, V.3.14], for each

2 = 1,2,... there exists a sequence {zn} in Ai such that zn converges strongly to y.

For any e > 0, find ni such that \\zn — y\\ < e. Similarly for e/m, m > 1, find nm

such that ||zjp — y\\ < e/m. Proceeding in this way, we can manufacture a sequence,

appropriately relabelled {zn}, such that zn G con|JJ>nt/.j and zn converges in the
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LE norm to y. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that zn(t)

converges in the E norm to y(t) for all t G T\N with p(N) = 0. Fix t G T\N.

Since A(t, ■) is upper hemicontinuous from (Sx, weak) to E, for every ¿>0we can

find n > 1 such that k > n implies A(t,Xk) C A(t,x) + Bs(0). Hence

con U A(t, xk) C A(t, x) + Bs(0)
k>n

^zn(t)GA(t,x) + Bs(0)

^y(t)GA(t,x)+Bs(0).

On letting 6 go to zero, we conclude that y(t) G A(t,x). Since t G T\N was

arbitrary, we also conclude that y(t) G A(t,x) a.e. in T. The proof of the claim is

finished.

We can now apply Ky-Fan's fixed point theorem [1, §IX.5] to assert the existence

of x* GSX,

x*(t)GA(t,x*)    a.e. in T.

By Claim 3, certainly,

P(t,x*)<la(t,x*) = 0    a.e. in T.

The proof of the theorem is finished.
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